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A racing car image by Goran Bogicevic from Fotolia.com Car Racing comes in a variety of different types--- but each focuses on specially designed racing cars competing against each other under different scenarios. Motor racing has been revolving since 1895 and has become one of the most popular sports in the world. Manufactured in Maranello, Italy--Ferrari is one of the most popular racing cars available. The Ferrari Scudria team is a popular race in the Formula One world. In 1993, German racing driver Michael Schumacher drove a Ferrari 412T--- winning the Formula One--- championship, which Ferrari made one of the most successful brands in racing. The company also built cars for other motor
racing events, such as the A1 Grand Prix series, from 2008 to 2009. They also produced the 599 GTB Fiorano and F430 GT driven gt racing series during other Grand Prix events. Many successful racing cars were built by Porsche. It produced the legendary Porsche 917 that won two consecutive championships at Le Mans in 1970 and 1971. The Porsche
917 also won world racing championships, winning 8 of the 10 titles. Formula One racing is considered the highest form of motor racing approved by the International Federation de l'O Automotive. In the 2006 season, the highest speeds of Formula One cars were just over 300 km per hour. Within the U.--- NASCAR, like the Daytona 5000 Sprint Cup Series,
are the most popular breed types. Racing cars used in NASCAR racing have a power record of about 830 BHP at 9000 seld, with a record torque of 520 pounds per leg. They are limited in toughness when it comes to parts, materials, dimensions, minimal weights of components and other parts. NASCAR races are typically 300 to 800 miles in length and the
design life of an engine for the cars ranges up to 1,300 miles. Cars used in a Formula 1 race are a single session race, typically featuring custom 2.4L V8s. Ignition and fuel systems are controlled by a systematic, computerized digital engine management system. With a minimum weight of 95kg, these cars generate a peak power of around 755 BHP at more
than 19,000 seld and a record moon of 214 pounds per leg. Every Formula One racing car has far fewer restrictions compared to NASCAR. You spend a very long time in your car every day, especially if you have a long drive - so why settle for what you get when you can do it better on the cheap? Here are 10 ways to do just that.10 Remember where you
parked find your car on the grocery lot may not be that hard, but when you're in a huge building or a vast stadium parking lot, things get trickier. Sure, you can always just take a picture of your section in the lot, but you can also use apps like Lee Park Right or Service which offer a ton of additional smart parking features. If everything else fails, though, you can
always make the ol go A lot presses your panic button Don't forget to amplify the signal of your sign with your head while you're doing it. Parking during the holiday rush is never a fun experience. But if you're stuck around read more9. When you lose your keys, lock yourself in your car, maybe you can turn off automatic locks with those codes, but if you don't,
it's time to get your hands dirty. Each car is a little different, and the car is newer, harder to open without a key, but that doesn't mean you can't try. Try opening it with a door stop and a metal bar, or - if you don't have access to these things - a shoestring, which may also work. Hell, we've even seen people open a car with a tennis ball (update: Some of you
have pointed out that the tennis ball myth has been debunked). Remember, your mileage may change, and you'll find out to mention it, but use these powers for good - not evil. Cheat codes aren't just for cruising past bosses in video games; Cody has a lot of cheats... Read more8. Avoid Traffic Tickets with TechnologySure, you can always try to get a speed
report on your good looks and charm, but this is the new millennium - you have technology on your side. This amazing GPS hack will let you know when red light cameras are ahead, and some voice recognition features can prevent you from getting a card to touch your phone while driving. We've even heard of cases where GPS apps have helped someone
fight the card, so never underestimate the tools at your disposal. Photo: Scott Davidson.i received about thirty speeding tickets in my short life, but I have zero tickets on my record.... Read more7. Save money on your next car (and your ride)All these are nice if you already have a car, but what about when it comes time to buy a new one? They may not be
DIY hacks in the strictest sense, but we would be remiss not to mention ways to save money on a new trip. The biggest tip we can give is to haggling. Cars are one of the top items you need to negotiate for, nor does it take much effort - two simple pieces of research can save you hundreds. You can lower the price by avoiding this surcharge as well, and if
you're feeling a little bad - messing with the salespeople. Not looking for a new car? Well, at least you can save some money on your trip. Photo by Joe Belanger (Shutterstock). If you don't like haggling or even spending a lot of time doing research, you can still save... Read more6. Beat the heat (and cold) there's nothing worse than opening your car only to
find its turned into an oven. These hot summer days, cool your car quickly with this crazy Japanese door trick (shown above). Opening your crack windows can also help, and while you're at it, turn your steering wheel 180 degrees when you park so the top doesn't burn hot when you come And if you live everywhere the sun rises, science dictates that it gets
hot and stupid... Read more When winter comes, you have a whole new set of problems. If you park in front of the east, the sun can help strip your windshield, but if that's not an option, some household items will open up this block of ice. If your doors are often frozen and closed, you can prevent the ice from forming with some cooking spray, and if locks are
the problem, you can de-ice your lock with a little bit of hand bartua. It's winter for most of the U.S., and if you're driving you get the fun assignment of... Read more5. Upgrading your car's hardware, inside and out just because you're not a mechanic doesn't mean you can't squeeze some extra performance out of your car. We've shared lots of DIY upgrades
that you can do, from better tires to better handling the little things, like a USB power outlet, a $3 auxiliary jack, or automatic lights in the glove compartment and in your legs. Just remember: some upgrades are more useful than others, and some are better for professionals. Photo by Hemi Truck Club.If you bought a new car yesterday or you travel along with
a decades-old junker, your vehicle read more4. Protecting it from damage is nothing like the feeling of drowning when you get into an accident or scratch on the side of a pole, so do everything you can to protect your car from damage. Using the right look location can go a long way, but there are some other DIY tricks you can try to keep everything complete.
If you tend to scratch your car in your garage, park it perfectly every time with a tennis ball, and protect your doors with pool noodles. If you're worried about other cars, you can try installing some DIY lights that turn on when you open the door, too. Many accidents would be avoided if everyone had the side of their car and rear mirrors located... Read more3.
Keep clean the DIY WayIt incredibly easy to clean and list your car, even if you don't have professional-grade cleaners lying around. In fact, you can clean almost your whole car with nothing but shampoo, baking soda, and water, with some nail polish remover to get the respons (or bird poop soda water). Toothpaste will work on some of these obscure fish
and lanterns, but if there's one tool that every detail of a car should be in his or her arsenal, it's a razor blade. Take one of these suckers to your windshield or windows (not the car body!) and you can have almost any body. Photo: Eduardo Sciammarella.With winter out of the way for half the world e you might consider getting all this winter... Read more2.
Repair and maintain your car without a mechanic that goes along with the #4 #7 and also on this list a little bit. When it comes time to fix your car or perform some maintenance, chances are you can save quite a bit of money by doing it yourself. yes, how much? You have to leave it to the pros, but you'd be surprised at what someone without prior knowledge
can do. From replacing drive belts, batteries and brake bandages to fixing sockets with a piston (or glue gun), there's a lot you can do yourself. If you need to contact a mechanic though, make sure you find AutoMD a good one is a useful webapp that has a repository of text, image, and video and has done so usually repairing manuals, helping... Read more1.
Incorporate your gadgets into the lot of new cars and have full-blown computers inside them ready to wait for your every whim, but if you have a slightly older model, you can still incorporate your favorite gadgets without too much work. If you want to go simple, you can charge your phone or tablet in your car with just a few simple items, or do some extra
work and actually build the docking station into your dashboard (for phone, tablet, or even iPod nano). You want more than that? You can add Bluetooth and inductive charging to your car too, control it with your voice, and even remotely start your car with a text message. Just make sure you keep this mess of technology and cable organized. Photo by
DaLee_pl. reader Ryan Mottau built this amazing and did so in a smart mountain car way using our favorite WONDER TOOL DIY,... Read more Most people agree that the space race ended on July 20, 1969, when Neil Armstrong mooned for the first time [Source: National Air and Space Museum]. As the track record of space history so far, the moon landing
has established the fiery competition between the United States and the Soviet Union. But the story didn't open and close so quickly. Although the Americans put a man on the moon first, this victory was fueled by a series of back-to-back achievements by the Soviets. Overall, space racing played out as a dramatic comeback for the United States starting in
1968, rather than a decisive victory. For example, between 1957 and 1965, The Womb of the Soviet Union puts the first: an intercontinental ballistic missile (August 1957)Artificial satellite (October 1957)A dog in space (November 1957)A satellite orbiting the moon (1959)Man into space (April 1961)Man To spend a day in orbit (August 1961)Long-haul flight
for five days (June 1963)Woman in space (June 1963)A man performing a spacewalk (March 1965) This space race also took place in the context of dramatically different resources. While the United States spent $25 billion on the Apollo plan for the moon, the U.S. spent half of that at most [Source: Wall]. In fact, the Soviet Union has publicly denied
involvement in a lunar program, although unclassified documents have shown otherwise. The main difference in the country's lunar developments amounted to the creation of a missile capable of reaching the moon with crew and equipment. For the United States, the fifth Saturn missile developed in November 1967 hit this sweet spot. The Lunar Missile of
the Soviet Union N-1 has repeatedly failed tests. Instead, the Soviets Until Luna 3, a satellite with a robotic arm designed to retrieve lunar samples. Although it successfully reached the moon in 1969, it became stuck in orbit and orbited around the moon when Neil Armstrong landed. After a series of other attempts to perfect the lunar missile into a manned
flight, the Soviets cut off the program in 1974. Councils will launch the first Salyut 1 space station in 1971, but the space race is keen already then. The collapse of the Soviet Union and its transformation into Russia brought it and the U.S. together for cooperation. Both countries led the world in space technology, and they signed an agreement in 1993 to
develop a common space station. While funding shortages on the Russian side and technical problems for the United States have caused friction, the two continue to work with 13 other countries toward completing the International Space Station. With China's evolving dominance in the world, we could see another space race to the moon in the coming
decades. President Bush announced in 2004 that Arav would return to the moon by 2020. China's Space Exploration Project 921 includes the same lunar goal on a similar schedule [Source: Ritter], which begs the question: Will the U.S. reach number one again? To learn more about Nasa, go to the links below. Originally published as May 20, 2008 Related
articles Alan, Nick. Miracles on a shoestring: Russia's space odyssey. Russian life. September/October 2003. (May 6, 2008) Cook, William J. When America went to the moon. The U.S. News &amp; World Report. July 11, 1994. (May 6, 2008) National Air and Space Museum. Space racing show. Smithsonian Institute. 2002 . New space race: China vs. USA.
February 13th, 2008. (May 7, 2008) 8599,1712812,00.htmlWatson, Tracy. Lost in Space - Can Nasa recreate the magic? September 25, 2007.  
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